The association between patellar alignment and patellofemoral joint osteoarthritis features--an MRI study.
The aim of our study was to evaluate the association between patellar alignment (using standard MRI images of extended knees) and MRI indices of patellofemoral (PF) osteoarthritis (OA) features. In this cross-sectional observational study, subjects were recruited to participate in the Boston Osteoarthritis of the Knee Study (BOKS). The association of patellar alignment [patellar length ratio (PLR), sulcus angle (SA), lateral patellar tilt angle (LPTA) and bisect offset (BO)] with measures of PF OA [cartilage morphology and bone marrow lesion (BML) in the medial and lateral PF compartment] were examined using a logistic regression model while adjusting for age, sex and BMI. Study sample comprised 126 males (mean age 68.0, BMI 31.2) and 87 females (mean age 64.7, BMI 31.6). All measurements of patellar alignment were statistically significantly associated with cartilage morphology and BML in the lateral compartment of PF joint. PLR and SA were significantly associated with medial cartilage loss. With increasing PLR there was an increased prevalence of lateral and medial cartilage loss as well as of lateral BML. Increasing SA was positively associated with increased lateral and medial cartilage loss and lateral BML. LPTA range was negatively associated with lateral cartilage loss and BML. More laterally displaced patella (higher BO) was associated with increased lateral cartilage loss and BML. The results of our study clearly indicated that patellar alignment is associated with manifestations of PF OA such as cartilage thickness loss and BML.